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ABSTRACT: Background: Non-convulsive seizures have been reported to be common in neurocritical care patients. Many jurisdictions do not have sufficient resources to enable routine continuous electroencephalography (cEEG) and instead use primarily intermittent EEG, for which the diagnostic yield remains uncertain. Determining risk factors for epileptiform activity and seizures could help identify patients who might particularly benefit from EEG monitoring. Methods: We performed a cohort study involving neurocritical care patients with admission Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) scores ≤ 12, who underwent ≥1 EEG. EEGs were reviewed for presence of interictal discharges, periodic epileptiform discharges (PEDs), and seizures. Multivariate analysis was used to identify predictors of these findings and to describe their prognostic implications. Results: 393 patients met inclusion criteria. 34 underwent cEEG, usually because epileptiform activity was first detected on a routine EEG. The prevalence of PEDs or electrographic seizures was 13%, and was highest with anoxic encephalopathy and central nervous system infections. Other independent predictors for epileptiform activity included a history of convulsive seizure(s), increasing age, deeper coma, and female gender. Although patients with epileptiform activity had higher mortality, this association disappeared after adjustment for confounders. Conclusion: Approximately 7-8 neurocritical care patients must undergo intermittent EEG monitoring in order to diagnose one with PEDs or seizures. The predictors we identified could potentially help guide use of resources. Repeated intermittent studies, or cEEG, should be considered in patients with multiple risk factors, or when interictal discharges are identified on an initial EEG. It remains unclear whether aggressive prevention and treatment of electrographic seizures improves neurologic outcomes.

RÉSUMÉ: Activité épileptiforme chez les patients hospitalisés à l’unité de soins intensifs neurologiques. Contexte : Selon la littérature, les crises non convulsives seraient fréquentes chez les patients hospitalisés aux soins intensifs neurologiques. Dans plusieurs endroits, les ressources ne sont pas suffisantes pour avoir recours à l’enregistrement EEG continu (EEGc) et l’enregistrement EEG intermittent, dont on ne connaît pas le rendement diagnostique, est utilisé. La détermination des facteurs de risque de l’activité épileptiforme et des crises pourrait aider à identifier les patients susceptibles de bénéficier davantage d’une surveillance EEG. Méthode : Nous avons procédé à une étude de cohorte de patients hospitalisés à l’unité de soins intensifs neurologiques dont le score au GCS était ≤12 et qui ont subi plus d’un enregistrement EEG. Les enregistrements ont été révisés pour détecter la présence de décharges interictales, de décharges épileptiformes périodiques (DEP) et de crises d’épilepsie. L’analyse multivariée a été utilisée pour identifier les facteurs permettant de les prédire et pour décrire leur influence sur le pronostic. Résultats : Trois cent quatre-vingt-treize patients respectaient les critères d’inclusion. Trente-quatre ont subi un EEGc, habituellement parce qu’une activité épileptiforme avait été détectée lors d’un EEG de routine. La prévalence des DEP ou des crises détectées à l’électroencéphalographie était de 13%, la prévalence la plus élevée étant chez les patients atteints d’œdème parenchymateux et d’infection du SNC. Certains autres facteurs de prédiction d’une activité épileptiforme ont été identifiés : une histoire antérieure de crises convulsives, un âge plus avancé, un coma plus profond et le sexe féminin. Bien que les patients présentant une activité épileptiforme aient une mortalité plus élevée, cette association n’était plus présente après ajustement en fonction de facteurs confondants potentiels. Conclusion : Environ 7 ou 8 patients hospitalisés à l’unité de soins intensifs neurologiques doivent subir une surveillance électroencéphalographe intermittente pour identifier un patient atteint DEP ou d’épilepsie. Les facteurs de prédiction que nous avons identifiés pourraient servir de guide pour une utilisation plus efficace des ressources. Des études intermittent répétées ou l’enregistrement EEG devraient être considérés chez les patients qui ont de multiples facteurs de risque ou quand des décharges interictales sont identifiées sur l’enregistrement EEG initial. Reste à savoir si une prévention agressive et un traitement des crises électroencéphalographe améliore l’issue neurologique chez ces patients.
intermittent EEG when the possibility of non-convulsive seizures is considered. The diagnostic yield of this approach is not well studied. Determination of risk factors for epileptiform activity, especially non-convulsive seizures, would guide clinicians in using EEG resources more efficiently and could potentially assist in selecting high-risk patients for eEEG.

We performed a cohort study involving consecutive stuporous or comatose [Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score ≤ 12] neurocritical care patients admitted to ICUs within a geographic health region over 46 months. The goal was to determine the prevalence of epileptiform discharges and electrographic seizures, to identify risk factors for these findings, and to assess their prognostic implications.

**Materials and Methods**

This study was approved by the local Research Ethics Board.

**Study Population**

Using a prospectively maintained database, we identified consecutive patients admitted to all four regional adult ICUs between January, 2007 and October, 2010. Patients with the following conditions were included: traumatic brain injury (TBI), subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH), intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH), ischemic stroke, post-cardiac arrest anoxic encephalopathy, and central nervous system (CNS) infections. Diagnoses were prospectively assigned by intensivists using the ICNARC system. The only corresponding patients in our region were those admitted to the coronary care unit of one hospital following resuscitation from cardiac arrest, usually in the context of an acute coronary syndrome.

The rationale for excluding patients with GCS scores > 12 was that non-convulsive seizures are less commonly sought among patients without an overtly altered level of consciousness. A GCS score ≤ 12 is also frequently used as a threshold in categorizing patients as having a greater severity of injury. The purpose of EEG in neurocritical care is usually to rule out non-convulsive seizures when consciousness remains impaired over time. Thus, we also excluded patients with a brief ICU length of stay (< 48 hours). Most of these patients had either catastrophic brain injury or regain consciousness quickly. Thus, we anticipated that relatively few of these patients would have had EEGs performed and it is less likely that seizures would have had a major impact on their outcome.

**Baseline Characteristics**

The following variables were recorded prospectively at ICU admission: age, gender, diagnosis, APACHE II and SOFA scores. Attending intensivists were responsible for recording the admission GCS score. Variables that were recorded retrospectively included use of prophylactic anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs) and a history of convulsive seizures prior to performance of an EEG. We also determined whether intravenous sedatives (benzodiazepines, propofol or barbiturates) were used during, or in the 30 minutes preceding an EEG. The last computed tomogram (CT) scan performed prior to the first EEG was reviewed for the presence of focal abnormalities, ICH and cortical pathology.

**Outcome Variables**

Outcome variables included mortality, length of stay and maximum SOFA score. We used administrative data to determine hospital discharge disposition for each patient; for our analysis, we considered discharge home to represent a favourable outcome. Early neuro-rehabilitation is generally provided at one of the three hospitals in our region, rather than at specific rehabilitation facilities. Patients undergoing prolonged rehabilitation were only categorized as having a favourable outcome if they were ultimately discharged home. Information concerning long-term functional or neurocognitive outcomes was not available.

**Electroencephalography**

Reports from patients who underwent ≥ 1 EEG were reviewed. The EEGs were interpreted by eight fellowship-trained, provincially-certified electro-encephalographers, and prospectively categorized using the Modified Mayo Clinic system. Each individual interpreted EEGs at all three hospitals, using a rotating system. The presence of any interictal epileptiform discharges (spikes, sharp waves, polyspikes, spike-wave), periodic epileptiform discharges (PEDs) or electrographic seizures were recorded. Periodic epileptiform discharges were further subdivided as being generalized (GPEDs), lateralized (PLEDs), bilaterally-independent (BiPLEDs) or stimulus-induced (SIRPDs). Status epilepticus was considered to be present if electrographic seizures were observed continuously over more than ten minutes or there were recurrent seizures without recovery of consciousness in between.

**Management of Epileptiform Activity**

The local protocol for management of severe TBI recommends use of phenytoin for one week. The recommended dose is a 15-20 mg per kg load, followed by 5 mg per kg per day in divided doses, with subsequent adjustments based on measured levels. For other diagnoses, use of seizure prophylaxis is at the discretion of responsible physicians, although it is discouraged based on recently published guidelines. Anti-epileptic drugs are never used for sporadic epileptiform discharges, unless these are especially frequent. Patients with PEDs usually receive an AED, since they are known to be at very high risk of developing seizures. It is generally difficult to determine the degree to which electrographic seizures contribute to patients’ depressed level of consciousness until these have been successfully treated. Thus, electrographic seizures are usually treated aggressively with short-acting intravenous sedatives (benzodiazepines or propofol). An AED (usually phenytoin) is then administered before intravenous sedation is weaned. If a second or alternative AED is required, leviteracetam is the most common choice.

**Statistical Analysis**

Continuous data were presented using median values with interquartile range (IQR). Between-group comparisons were performed using the Student’s t-test or Wilcoxon rank sum test, depending on the data distribution. Categorical variables were assessed with Chi-square analysis or Fisher’s exact test, as
appropriate. Associations were expressed as odds ratios (OR) with 95% confidence intervals. P-values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Associations between potential risk factors and subsequent epileptiform activity were explored using multivariate analysis. We chose a priori to include as possible predictors basic demographic information (age, gender, and diagnosis), variables known to influence prognosis (GCS and APACHE II scores) and other factors that might be expected to influence the presence of epileptiform activity (use of sedatives and AEDs). These variables were incorporated into stepwise, backwards elimination, logistic regression models. The least significant variables were removed one by one if p>0.10. There is no validated method for categorizing CT scans across different types of brain injury: almost all patients with certain diagnoses (e.g. TBI) have abnormal CT scans while this may not be the case with other conditions (e.g. anoxic brain injury or CNS infection). Thus, we determined a priori to adjust for diagnostic category, but not radiographic information in the multivariate analysis (these two variables are closely correlated).

In assessing the relationship between epileptiform activity and outcomes, we determined a priori to adjust for age and baseline GCS score, since these factors are known to be robust predictors of outcome following neurologic injury. We also adjusted for the degree of physiologic instability using APACHE II scores. Since age and GCS are components of the APACHE II system, we used a modified score, from which their impact was subtracted. We again also adjusted for diagnostic category (anoxic vs. other; the mortality of anoxic encephalopathy is particularly high in many studies).

To assess inter-observer variability, we randomly selected 45 EEGs for re-interpretation by three epileptologists and calculated kappa scores for agreement in the diagnosis of interictal epileptiform discharges, PEDs and electrographic seizures.

**RESULTS**

**Description of Cohort (Figure 1 & Table 1)**

Of 1321 consecutive patients, 732 met inclusion criteria and 393 underwent at least one EEG. Of these, 58% received a single EEG; 33% had ≥ 2 intermittent EEGs; and 9% underwent cEEG monitoring (all but four of these had a preceding routine EEG). Characteristics of patients are shown in Table 1. Patients undergoing EEGs had more severely impaired consciousness and higher APACHE II and SOFA scores. They also had higher ICU and hospital mortality, as well as a longer ICU length of stay. Patients with CNS infections and anoxic encephalopathy were especially likely to have had EEGs performed.

In almost all cases, EEGs were requested for the purpose of excluding subtle or non-convulsive seizures. Of the 393 patients having EEGs, 232 (59%) were receiving AEDs at the time of assessment; this varied from 37% in patients with anoxic encephalopathy to 74% in patients with TBI (p<0.0001). Seventy patients (18%) were described as having had definite convulsive seizures observed at some point prior to their first EEG; this varied from 9% of patients with anoxic encephalopathy to 33% of patients with CNS infections (p=0.003). Indications for repeat EEGs were generally the same as for the initial test: suspicion for non-convulsive seizures remained because of either persistent coma, fluctuating level of consciousness, abnormal movements or elevations in intracranial pressure.

The 34 patients who underwent continuous monitoring did so for a median of two days (IQR 1–4 days; range 10 hours to 65 days). The indications for cEEG were as follows: detection of electrographic seizures, PEDs or frequent epileptiform discharges on a preceding intermittent EEG (18); to guide barbiturate dosing in targeting burst-suppression (2); to rule out non-convulsive seizures in patients with persistent coma following convulsive seizures (3); to determine if abnormal movements were attributable to seizures (5); and to rule out non-convulsive seizures in patients with fluctuating consciousness, intracranial hypertension or unexplained coma (6).

**Any Epileptiform Activity (Tables 2 & 3)**

Ninety-seven patients (25% of those undergoing EEGs) were reported as having at least one of the following: interictal discharges, PEDs or seizures. The diagnostic category in which these findings were most common was anoxic encephalopathy. Patients with epileptiform activity were older, more often female, more likely to have had a preceding convulsive seizure and had lower GCS scores. In addition, they had higher ICU and hospital mortality, and were less likely to eventually be discharged home. Patients with or without epileptiform activity did not differ significantly in their modified APACHE II or SOFA scores, nor were AEDs associated with a lower rate of epileptiform activity.

**Periodic Epileptiform Discharges (Tables 2 & 3)**

Thirty-seven patients (9% of those undergoing EEGs) had PEDs. Of these, 16 had PLEDs, 12 had GPEDs, eight had BiPLEDs, and one had SIRPIDs. The PEDs were especially common among patients with anoxic encephalopathy and CNS infections. Patients with PEDs were older and more frequently female. They also had lower GCS values, and higher adjusted...
Table 1: Comparison of patients with and without electroencephalograms (N=732)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>EEG (393)</th>
<th>No EEG (339)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anoxic Injury</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischemic Stroke</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICH</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAH</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS Infection</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBI</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>167</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Age (years; median & IQR) | 50 (33-63) | 50 (36-64) | 0.57* |
| Female Sex (percent)      | 131 (33%)  | 112 (33%)  | 0.97  |
| Admission GCS (median & IQR) | 6 (3-8)  | 7 (6-10)   | < 0.0001|
| APACHE II (median & IQR)  | 20 (16-26) | 18 (13-22) | < 0.0001|
| Adjusted APACHE II (median & IQR)† | 10 (6-14) | 8 (5-12)   | 0.005 |
| First SOFA (median & IQR) | 8 (6-10)  | 7 (5-10)   | 0.04  |
| Maximum SOFA (median & IQR) | 11 (8-13) | 10 (7-12)  | < 0.0001|
| ICU Mortality           | 121 (31%) | 67 (20%)   | 0.0007 |
| Hospital Mortality      | 163 (41%) | 90 (27%)   | < 0.0001|
| ICU LOS (days; median & IQR)† | 11.2 (6.4-16.9) | 6.2 (3.5-11.1) | < 0.0001† |
| Survivors               | 4.5 (3.4-9.7) | 3.6 (2.8-5.3) |         |
| Non-survivors           | 21.5 (12.0-44.0) | 24.0 (12.0-52.0) | 0.84* |
| Hospital LOS (days; median & IQR) † | 9.0 (4.0-17.0) | 5.0 (3.0-11.0) | 0.006* |
| Survivors               | 29/171 (17%) | 5/171 (3%)  |         |
| Non-survivors           | 29/171 (17%) | 5/171 (3%)  |         |

APACHE = Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation; CNS = central nervous system; EEG = electroencephalogram; GCS = Glasgow Coma Scale score; ICU = intensive care unit; ICH = intracerebral hemorrhage; IQR = interquartile range; LOS = length of stay; SAH = subarachnoid hemorrhage; SOFA = Sequential Organ Failure Assessment score; TBI = traumatic brain injury; * Wilcoxon rank sum test; ** This is a modified APACHE II score; the contribution of age and GCS has been removed; † ICU LOS is calculated in units of hours in our database; hospital LOS is determined in units of days (thus, ICU LOS is more precise)

Table 2: Prevalence of epileptiform abnormalities, stratified by diagnoses, among neurocritical care patients undergoing electroencephalography

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Epileptiform Discharges</th>
<th>Periodic Epileptiform Discharges</th>
<th>Electrographic Seizures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anoxic Injury</td>
<td>36/95 (38%)</td>
<td>20/95 (21%)</td>
<td>7/95 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischemic Stroke</td>
<td>7/30 (23%)</td>
<td>2/30 (7%)</td>
<td>4/30 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICH</td>
<td>7/28 (25%)</td>
<td>2/28 (7%)</td>
<td>2/28 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAH</td>
<td>7/29 (24%)</td>
<td>1/29 (3%)</td>
<td>2/29 (7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNS Infection</td>
<td>11/40 (28%)</td>
<td>7/40 (18%)</td>
<td>4/40 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBI</td>
<td>29/171 (17%)</td>
<td>5/171 (3%)</td>
<td>8/171 (5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Total              | 97/393 (25%)            | 37/393* (10%)                   | 27/393* (7%)            |
| P (for difference in prevalence among various diagnoses) | 0.01 | < 0.0001 | 0.56 |

CNS = central nervous system; ICH = intracerebral hemorrhage; SAH = subarachnoid hemorrhage; TBI = traumatic brain injury; * Either PEDs or electrographic seizures occurred in 50/393 = 13%
**Table 3: Comparison of patients with and without abnormalities on electroencephalography (N=393)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Any Epileptiform Activity*</th>
<th>Periodic Epileptiform Discharges</th>
<th>Electrographic Seizures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Present (97)</td>
<td>Absent (290)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years, median &amp; IQR)</td>
<td>58 (45-67)</td>
<td>48 (25-66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (percent female)</td>
<td>45 (46%)</td>
<td>36 (29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AED</td>
<td>60 (62%)</td>
<td>172 (58%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous Clinical Seizures</td>
<td>27 (28%)</td>
<td>43 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission GCS (median &amp; IQR)</td>
<td>5 (3-7)</td>
<td>6 (4-8.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Adjusted APACHE II and SOFA scores. The ICU mortality was higher when PEDs were present.

**Electrographic Seizures (Tables 2 & 3)**

Twenty-seven patients (7% of those undergoing EEGs) were found to have electrographic seizures. Of these, 22 (81%) had either exclusively non-convulsive seizures or, at most, subtle manifestations (eye or mouth twitching). The remaining five had visible, clinical seizures during their EEG; however, three of these five patients were also observed to have non-convulsive seizures at other times.

In 20 of the 27 patients (74%), electrographic seizures were detected with the first EEG; in the remaining seven (26%), seizures were found only after repeated EEGs. Repeat EEGs were performed because of a fluctuating or persistently depressed level of consciousness (all seven patients), subtle movements concerning for seizures (2/7) and/or inter-ictal epileptiform discharges on the preceding EEG (5/7). The two patients who did not have interictal discharges on their initial EEG were being sedated at the time. Four of the seven patients had a history of convulsive seizure(s) prior to their first EEG.

All but one patient with electrographic seizures met our operational definition for status epilepticus. There was no specific diagnostic category in which electrographic seizures were more common. Seizures were observed more often in women and among patients who had preceding convulsive seizures; no other definite univariate predictors could be identified. Patients with electrographic seizures had higher hospital mortality.

Of the 34 patients who underwent cEEG monitoring, 15 (44%) were found to have electrographic seizures; however, in all of these cases, cEEG monitoring was initiated only because seizures (12/15 = 73%) or PEDs (3/15 = 27%) had first been detected on a routine EEG. Of 19 patients who underwent cEEG for other reasons (see above for indications), none were found to develop electrographic seizures.

**Multivariate Analysis: Predictors of Epileptiform Activity (Table 4; Figure 2)**

Several statistically significant predictors of epileptiform activity were identified. These included older age, female gender, lower GCS score and convulsive seizure(s). Overall, diagnostic category did not achieve statistical significance as a predictor, although patients with anoxic injury were more likely than those with TBI to have epileptiform activity.

Risk factors specifically for PEDs were the same. In this case, diagnostic category was also predictive, with PEDs being especially common among patients with CNS infections and anoxic injury. Electrographic seizures were associated with female sex and previous convulsive seizure(s). Associations with age and GCS score approached, but did not reach, statistical significance.

Given the apparent importance of female gender in predicting epileptiform activity, we performed a post hoc analysis stratifying female patients based on age, to indirectly assess the potential implications of sex hormone levels. Female patients were divided into categories of > 50 compared with < 50 years.
The association between female gender and epileptiform activity was found to be somewhat stronger in older women [OR 2.26 (1.24-4.11), p=0.007 for age > 50; OR 1.60 (0.70-3.65), p=0.26 for age < 50]. The same observation was made for electrographic seizures [OR 2.84 (1.10-7.29), p=0.03 for age > 50; OR 1.86 (0.40-8.60), p=0.42 for age < 50].

We also performed a post hoc analysis assessing the impact of an increasing number of risk factors. Based on median values for the entire cohort, patients were dichotomized into categories of lower (3-6) vs. higher (7-12) GCS and younger (< 50 years) vs. older (> 50 years) age. One incremental point was assigned for each risk factor (witnessed convulsive seizure(s), female gender, diagnosis of anoxic encephalopathy or CNS infection, GCS < 6 and age > 50 years; maximum score of 5). A clear relationship was observed between an increasing number of risk factors and the prevalence of electrographic abnormalities (Figure 2). Among patients with a score of 0 or 1, the proportion of patients with any epileptiform activity, PEDs or electrographic seizures was 10%, <1% and 3%, respectively. In contrast, with a score of 3 to 5, the prevalence of these findings was 44%, 21% and 14%, respectively.

![Figure 2: Relationship between increasing number of risk factors and proportion of patients with electrographic abnormalities*†; * Risk factors included: witnessed convulsive seizure, age > 50, GCS < 6, female sex, diagnosis of anoxic encephalopathy or central nervous system infection (see text for details); † There was only one patient with all 5 risk factors. This patient had periodic epileptiform discharges, but no seizures (not shown on Figure)](https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms). https://doi.org/10.1017/S0317167100013469
Inter-observer Agreement

Of 45 random EEGs that were re-interpreted, there was disagreement concerning the presence of (any) epileptiform activity in only one case ($\kappa = 0.94, 0.84-1.00$). There were two patients in whom epileptiform discharges were reported as being “frequent” by both interpreters, but only characterized as being “periodic” by one of them ($\kappa$ for PEDs = 0.78, 0.48-1.00). Agreement concerning the presence of electrographic seizures was perfect ($\kappa = 1.00$).

Prognostic Implications of Epileptiform Activity (Table 5)

After adjusting for age, GCS, modified APACHE II score, and diagnostic category (anoxic encephalopathy vs. other); † Age, GCS and modified APACHE II score were all significant predictors of death (p<0.001 for each). Diagnostic category was not statistically significant for any of the models; ‡ Age and GCS were significant predictors for discharge home (p<0.001 for each). Modified APACHE II score approached, but did not reach statistical significance (p=0.05-0.06). Diagnostic category was not statistically significant for any of the models.

Table 5: Multivariate analysis assessing predictors of outcome*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Odds Ratio – Hospital Mortality</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Odds Ratio – Discharge Home</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Epileptiform Discharges</td>
<td>1.07 (0.60-1.93)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85 (0.44-1.65)</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodic Epileptiform Discharges</td>
<td>0.58 (0.24-1.18)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>2.37 (0.93-6.02)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrographic Seizures</td>
<td>1.49 (0.55-4.03)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>1.10 (0.37-3.32)</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Performed by adjusting for age, GCS, APACHE II score, and diagnostic category (anoxic encephalopathy vs. other); † Age, GCS and modified APACHE II score were all significant predictors of death (p<0.001 for each). Diagnostic category was not statistically significant for any of the models; ‡ Age and GCS were significant predictors for discharge home (p<0.001 for each). Modified APACHE II score approached, but did not reach statistical significance (p=0.05-0.06). Diagnostic category was not statistically significant for any of the models.

Discusson

In this large, multi-ICU cohort study, we found epileptiform activity to be present in a quarter of neurocritical care patients in whom at least one EEG was performed. Either PEDs or electrographic seizures were detected in 13% of those having an EEG (Table 2). If these proportions are generalizable, one would have to perform ≥ 1 EEG in seven to eight patients to detect one with PEDs or seizures. Our study is strengthened by the fact that it was performed in a population of consecutive patients within a defined geographic region. A large proportion of patients (>50%) underwent ≥ 1 EEG. However, because some patients were clearly selected for EEGs on the basis of an increased pre-test suspicion of ictal activity, it is likely that the prevalence of epileptiform abnormalities would have been less if the entire cohort had received ≥ 1 EEG.

The prevalence of electrographic seizures (7% of those having an EEG and 4% overall) was somewhat lower than what has been reported in other, non-population-based studies utilizing cEEG7-13. The most obvious explanation is that intermittent EEG, typically lasting about 30 minutes, is sometimes insufficient to detect non-convulsive seizures. Although many patients in our cohort (33%) underwent more than one EEG, a relatively small proportion had cEEG monitoring (9%), in most cases only because epileptiform activity had first been demonstrated on a routine EEG. It has been suggested that only 50-60% of patients who eventually develop electrographic seizures can be identified within the first 60 minutes13. Interestingly, the proportion of patients found to have at least some sporadic epileptiform discharges was quite comparable to the rates of non-convulsive seizures reported by others using cEEG (15-35%)7-13. It is conceivable that if these patients had been monitored for longer, a larger proportion might have eventually developed electrographic seizures. Consistent with this notion, 26% of patients who were ultimately diagnosed with electrographic seizures did not have seizures visible on their first EEG. Based on our data, clinicians should consider repeated or continuous EEG in patients with a history of witnessed seizures, when interictal discharges are seen on an intermittent EEG, or in whom the initial EEG was confounded by the need for uninterrupted sedation.

Not all studies have found non-convulsive seizures to be common, even when cEEG is used12. This may be partially explained by variability in diagnostic categories. For example, we found epileptiform activity to be less common among TBI patients compared with other diagnoses, especially anoxic encephalopathy and CNS infections; others have made similar observations12,26,33-34. However, in 19 patients in our study who underwent cEEG monitoring without prior documentation of epileptiform activity on an intermittent EEG, not a single seizure was identified. Prospective, population-based studies enrolling well-defined categories of patients and using standardized cEEG interpretation are required to better understand the true incidence and implications of non-convulsive seizures.

Few preceding studies have been sufficiently large to perform multivariate analysis, thereby enabling identification of risk factors for epileptiform activity. We found patients with epileptiform activity to generally be older, have more severely impaired consciousness and to be more likely to have had a witnessed seizure. A previous study reported that electrographic seizures were more common in critically ill children (age < 18)13. It is possible that there may be a “U-shaped” relationship, whereby epileptiform activity is more common at extremes of age.
age. Our study was performed exclusively in adult neurocritical care patients, such that this hypothesis could not be assessed. Epileptiform activity may be more common among patients with a preceding history of epilepsy; this information was not recorded in our database. We also found epileptiform activity to be more common in females; this observation was unexpected and has not been previously reported.

The implications of critical illness on sex hormones and, in turn, the effects of hormones on neurologic recovery and seizure thresholds are complex. Emerging data demonstrates that male and female brains may respond differently to neuronal injury. Estrogens have been variably reported to have both pro- and anti-convulsant properties. Progesterone and testosterone are thought to have primarily anti-convulsant effects. Recent animal and human studies suggest that sex hormones are neuroprotective, but suppressed in the setting of neurologic injury. Preliminary randomized trials have suggested that hormone supplementation (progesterone) might improve outcomes. Our post-hoc analysis revealed that the association between epileptiform activity and female gender was the most pronounced among post-menopausal women. One might simplify hypothesize that this was related to a relative deficiency of the neuroprotective effects of estrogen, progesterone and testosterone.

We did not find use of AEDs (primarily phenytoin) to be associated with a lower risk of electrographic seizures. A previous clinical trial demonstrated that prophylactic phenytoin prevents early seizures within the first week after TBI. However, there has never been a placebo-controlled trial assessing the impact of prophylaxis on the occurrence of non-convulsive seizures. A reduction in the incidence of seizures has not been demonstrated with diagnoses other than TBI. Considering that AEDs may have adverse effects on neurocognitive recovery, our findings seem to support recent consensus recommendations to avoid prophylaxis in patients with ICH or SAH.

Given the limited resources available at some centers, information concerning risk factors for epileptiform activity could potentially be used to help select patients for EEGs. We identified five independent predictors. While we did not create a predictive model, there was a clear relationship between an increasing number of risk factors and a higher prevalence of epileptiform discharges and seizures. Because this was primarily a study of intermittent EEG monitoring, it remains unclear whether these same predictors could also be used to predict epileptiform activity with cEEG (the true “gold standard”). Therefore, these variables should ideally be confirmed in prospective studies using cEEG before being used to make clinical decisions. Nevertheless, an increasing number of risk factors could be considered justification to at least obtain an intermittent EEG (Figure 2). For patients with three to five risk factors, the number needing to undergo intermittent EEG monitoring in order to identify one with either PEDs or electrographic seizures was less than four (prevalence of 27%). Future studies should also evaluate the degree to which interictal discharges on a routine EEG can predict subsequent electrographic seizures using cEEG. It is unknown how often patients develop electrographic seizures without having any preceding interictal discharges.

We found patients with epileptiform activity to have higher mortality and to be less likely to be discharged home. However, after adjusting for well-established prognostic factors (age, GCS, APACHE II) and diagnostic category, these associations were no longer statistically significant. This implies that, to some degree, the presence of epileptiform activity may be a marker for a greater severity of injury, rather than necessarily causing harm. On the other hand, a growing body of literature suggests that non-convulsive seizures are deleterious; for example, seizures have been associated with worsening cerebral edema, raised intracranial pressure, metabolic distress, acute and chronic abnormalities on magnetic resonance imaging, and elevation of biomarkers of cerebral injury. Delays in recognition and treatment of non-convulsive seizures have been linked with higher mortality.

Inter-observer agreement in EEG interpretation was very good to excellent (κ = 0.78-1.00). There was no significant difference in kappa scores based on the seniority of interpreters. This finding is consistent with another study performed by our group, where agreement was also excellent using cEEG in a seizure monitoring unit (κ = 0.89). Others have reported comparable findings with a similar standardized approach to the one used at our center. However, it should be noted that inter-observer agreement at other centers, or between centers, may be less consistent.

The most important limitation of our study is that it involved primarily intermittent, rather than continuous EEG monitoring. However, this is consistent with the reality of daily practice in most hospitals across the world and provides important information concerning the diagnostic yield of this approach. In our jurisdiction, there exists a relative deficiency of EEG technicians. The estimated labour-related cost of a routine EEG at our center is $90 (90 minutes of total technician time at $35/hour; interpretation fee of $36.98). In contrast, the cost of 48 hours of cEEG monitoring is estimated to be $450 (average of 210 minutes of total technician time; interpretation fee of $110.94 per 24 hours). The sensitivity of a strategy utilizing (repeated) intermittent EEGs, in relation to cEEG, is not known. A second limitation is that we did not have prospectively collected information available regarding functional outcomes in survivors (e.g., Glasgow Outcome or Modified Rankin Scale scores). Although we found no relationship with the likelihood of being discharged home, it remains possible that non-convulsive seizures interfere with maximum neurologic recovery. Thus, our findings should not be interpreted as necessarily indicating that non-convulsive seizures are harmless. Indeed, it remains our practice to treat these aggressively.

In summary, we detected epileptiform activity in about a quarter of neurocritical care patients using primarily intermittent EEG. Although somewhat less common than in studies using cEEG, either PEDs or non-convulsive seizures were still present in 13% of patients. Epileptiform activity was predicted by older age, deeper coma, previous convulsive seizures, anoxic encephalopathy, CNS infections and female sex. Repeated intermittent or continuous EEG monitoring could be considered in patients with multiple risk factors, even if an initial EEG does not demonstrate PEDs or seizures. Outcomes were worse in patients with epileptiform activity, but we did not find evidence to imply that this association is causative. Prospective, multi-
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center studies using cEEG should be performed to better understand the incidence and prognostic implications of epileptiform activity. Large randomized trials would be necessary to determine whether identification, prevention and aggressive treatment of non-convulsive seizures modify outcomes.
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